A leading manufacturer and designer of string fittings and hardware and have supplied throughout the world complete packages of power line hardware for transmission networks for voltages up to and including 500kV.

These are lines covering large distances with individual geographic and logistical needs and PLP has always proved its worth as an on-time reliable supplier.

PLP’s technical background and-up-to date design software and hardware are capable of meeting the challenges of tomorrow.

**TRANSMISSION PRODUCTS**

- **INSULATOR STRING HARDWARE**
  - Suspension
  - Tension

- **EARTH WIRE STRING HARDWARE**

- **PRODUCT FOR SPECIAL APPLICATION**
  - Hardware for High Temperature Conductor
  - Hardware for Extra Long Span Application

**CONDUCTOR ACCESSORIES**
- Mid Span Joint
- Vibration Damper
- Spacer Damper
- Spiral Vibration Damper
- Rigid Spacer
- Air Warning Sphere
- Wildlife Protection & Deterrent

**Images:**
- Armor-Grip Suspension
- Cushion-Grip Suspension
- Pivot Suspension
- Compression
- Dead-end Tension
- Preformed Armor Rods
- Stockbridge Vibration Dampers
- Spacer Damper
- Rigid Spacer
- Compression
- Mid Span Joint
- Air Warning Sphere